“Isolation will give way to fellowship; faith will replace fear.”
Promise 6 of the Twelve Promises of Debtors Anonymous

D.A.’S INTERNATIONAL PROMISE 6 DAY:
SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 2020
TOGETHER WE GET BETTER

How do we practice fellowship in the period of social distancing? Due to the current pandemic, we encourage members, meetings, and Intergroups to plan a virtual fellowship activity on this day because we all need Promise 6 more than ever.

Take the initiative to meet with another in program online.

WHAT: D.A.’S INTERNATIONAL PROMISE 6 DAY kicks off on the 4th Saturday of April in 2020. D.A. members are encouraged to gather for fellowship. For example:
Have a sing-a-long by teleconference, arrange a multiplayer online game, or host a video conference costume party / pet fashion show with a poetry slam.

WHEN: SATURDAY APRIL 25, 2020 (every 4th Saturday in April thereafter). Members are free to choose any time of day they wish.

WHY: To break out of isolation—a big part of our debting disease—into fellowship.

HOW: It can be as simple as asking a fellow to talk. Anyone seeing this flyer is encouraged to mention this special day at your phone, Zoom, Internet, Intergroup, and GSR regional area group meetings. Some meetings already are planning gatherings for that day. Volunteer to help organize or form a subcommittee.

WHERE: Video conference? Teleconference? It’s totally up to you.

WHO: D.A. members old and new.

Share the details for your virtual event at communications@debtorsanonymous.org